New Products Autumn 2012

Time to forget the hustle and bustle.
Time to indulge in your passions.

Time for yourself.

T i m e fo r a VAU E N .
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Accuracy, reliability, devotion.

Discover the new masterpieces
f r o m t h e h o u s e o f V A UE N .

Everything for a life philosophy:

pleasure.
The enjoyment of

Take time for yourself, lean back and enjoy these pages. As
we have also taken time: Time to inspire, to design, to shape
and mould, to smooth and file, polish and check – until perfection. The result is unique collections for discerning pipe lovers.
Our very best pieces are, as usual, marked with a white dot
(WP), distinguishing those pieces with a particularly attractive
grain as well as especially elaborate processing. Take your time –
and discover the new masterpieces from the house of VAUEN.
Alexander Eckert

Masterpieces

that carry a particularly

artistic signature –

Diplomat
Collection.

Art.-No. D3, sand blasted, WP

“Diplomat” is the new pipe collection designed by Markus Bruckner.
It combines beauty with functionality: The extravagant mouthpiece,
a deep set ring with VAUEN lettering encased with an acrylic ring

Art.-No. D2, WP

as well as the distinctive silhouette are eye catchers - and the
sturdy bowl affords a comfortable cool smoke. Further exclusive
highlights of this puristic collection: The black edition delights with
its velvety surface and fascinating feel. The sand-blasted surface
of the orange-brown version boasts a wonderfully carved relief.

Art.-No. D1, WP

Diplomat collection

Elegance

in a captivatingly beautiful form –

Sir Collection.

Art.-No. SIR 186, WP

The collection “Sir” demonstrates elegance not only in its wellshaped panache: The wonderful grain of the briarwood used
for the pipe bowl is fittingly yet subtly emphasised by the richly
contrasting colours. A further optical highlight is the highly polished aluminium ring at the end of the stem. It accentuates the

Art.-No. SIR 113, WP

unusual transition to the mouthpiece – and rounds off the whole
artwork unmistakably.
SIR c o l l e c t i o n

Art.-No. SIR 161, WP

Art.-No. SIR 168, WP

The six models of the collection “Sir” increase
the pleasure of smoking visually. And as a

Art.-No. SIR 115, WP

Art.-No. SIR 108, WP

white dot edition, establish a higher quality
standard of craftsmanship.
SIR c o l l e c t i o n

Noble, timeless

and mysterious –

Smoking
Collection.

Art.-No. 3506 N
(see illustration),
Art.-No. 3506 L

Art.-No. 3508 L
(see illustration),
Art.-No. 3508 N

Art.-No. 3538 N
(see illustration),
Art.-No. 3538 L

Art.-No. 3515 L
(see illustration),
Art.-No. 3515 N

Art.-No. 3568 L
(see illustration),
Art.-No. 3568 N

Art.-No. 3592 N
(see illustration),
Art.-No. 3592 L

A black high gloss surface, only interrupted by a fine acrylic ring
in creamy white at the end of the mouthpiece: The Smoking
collection speaks a clear language through which it conveys
elegance and style. As well as the normal mouthpiece (N), a P-lip
mouthpiece (L) is available on request for all models.* Particularly
sensitive tongues appreciate the comfortable guidance of the
smoke over the palate.
*  For the P-lip version, please replace the “N” at the end of the article number with an “L”

Smoking collection

Enjoyed before

Attraction is considered to be that which exerts a gravita-

it is enjoyed –

Rosewood
Collection.

Art.-No. RW 166, WP

tional pull – such as the Rosewood pipe collection. One
aspect of its fascination is due to the striking rosewood
stem finish, which is emphasised by a narrow pale acrylic ring – and stands in clear contrast to the briarwood.

Art.-No. RW 114, WP

Art.-No. RW 175, WP

Art.-No. RW 104, WP

Art.-No. RW 106, WP

And secondly, its distinctive but unusually straight pipe
silhouette. Pipe smoking could hardly be more attractive.

Art.-No. RW 192, WP

ROSEWOOD c o l l e c t i o n

VAUEN

interpreted as sporty

as never before –

Speed Collection.

Art.-No. 1884

Art.-No. 1842

Smoking pleasure and speed – actually a contradiction in itself.
And yet they have one thing in common emotionally: Fascination.
The Speed collection gives this fascination expression with an exciting look turning the beautiful classical pipe form into a completely
new and exceedingly sporty shape. The numbers 18 and 48 printed
on the side of the briar bowl represent the year in which VAUEN

Art.-No. 1889

was founded: 1848.
Sp e e d c o l l e c t i o n

Tobacco
Strawberry - Champagne
A blend with an unmistakable note and a variety
of cuts! Brown, red and golden Virginias with their
complexities and natural sweetness form the basis.
roasted Cavendish for cool burning, and rounded off
with a bunch of Burley. The aroma of strawberries
and champagne comes into its own when smoked and
Art.-No. TAB 8,
50 gram pipe tobacco

is reflected in an extremely pleasant room fragrance.

The complete VAUEN program can be found at: www.vauen.de
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Your competent pipe partner

The flake is partly rubbed with the addition of a black

